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Freakuency Pack

non
1. (27 up, 2 down)

complete opposite of a sav. either you are a sav or a non. being a non is terrible. one can be a non but considered ruthless
Dude true Simon's a huge non

See bad, loser, uncool, terrible, fool
2. (39 up, 27 down)

no in french. because they need the extra letter.
"non! we don't like you americans!"

See moi

3. (22 up, 15 down)
Occasionally used as a prefix for words to literally decribe the opposite of the word.
 
Slang term placed in front of a word to emphasize a negative aspect.

1. Ashanti is horrible...her and her non-singin' ass..
 
James: OOOOO! My lunch break is in an hour! Ima go play on my Gameboy SP until then! *runs downstairs*
Boss: *runs to the top of the stairs* Get your non-workin ass back up here NOW!

4. (3 up, 0 down)
anything or anyone who is not with it or worth discussing or considering.

Dog, Mr. Jones is such a non. I don't care about her, she's such a non.
See unworthy, loser, lame, jerk

5. (5 up, 4 down)
is a word from the school of charterhouse, to mean someone that doesnt smoke.

"dont tell the non's"
"your a non fuck off"

See fags, smokers, weed, pot

6. (6 up, 4 down)
used to describe someone who is totally the opposite of any one desirable trait, ie. someone who is very uncool, very ugly, very
stupid etc.
generally used by those who are well-endowed with the particular trait they refer to, ie. supercool, beautiful, fit etc.

"oh lordy, look what tracey has done to her hair!"
"aye, she's such a fucking non"

See mingin', gay, queer, anti, stoopid

7. (1 up, 1 down)
To be non - homosexual
A non noun would be either homosexual or just bad

oh no, maths next, that's so non
See gay, bad, shit, noun, boring
 
More online: http://urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=non

Urban Dictionary (En-En)

non
сущ.

1) общ. не, префикс, придающий отрицательныйсмысл
2) ж.д. анти-, без
3) Макаров. нет, не (все словосочетания с non ... могут иметь написание через дефис)
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